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AN INVESTIGATION OF BACKFLOW PHENOMENON IN CENTRIFUGAL COiiIPRESSORS
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SUMMARY

An investigation hag been conducted to determine tie nature
and the artent of the rerersal of j?ow, which occurs at the inlet of
centrifugal] compressors orer a considerable poti”on of the operat-
ing range. Qualitative studies of this jlow rewrsa[ were made
by lampblack pattern8 taken on a mixed-jfouAype impeller and
by tuft 8tudie8 made on a conrentionai cMri~ugal compressor.
Quantitative Wdies were made cm a compressor ~pecially de-
,Tigned to enable surrqm of angulam”ty of flow, static and total
prcs8ure8, and temperatures to be takn rery c/08e to the impeller
front houting.

The results of thi8 inredigation 8howed that the amount of
rewrsed Jow definitely increased as the load coejl~”ent of the
compressor wa8 decreased and that, in ertreme cases, the rerersed
flow extended sererai diameterg into the inlet p”pe. It tcasfownd
that the principal fartor q$ecting this badj?ow uw the wlue of
the load coeficieni at which the compre~80r was operating.
Eridence wa8 obtained which showed that the back.tlow was not
conjined to the clearance ~pace between the impeller-blade ti”p8
and the impeller front housing but actually extended into the
impe[kr pa88age. It x28 also found that the am-al reloc-dy near
the center of the impeller-inlet ~“pe m practically independent
of the ralue of load coe~m”ent. Sereral e~ects of bad-j%w on the
Nate of the air at the inlet were ob8erred: a de$nite increwe in
inlet-air temperature; a radial temperature gradient at the im-
peller inlet; a high degree of turbulence; and a definite prerota-
tion, which waa particularly large in the outer portion of the
impeller-inlet annulus.

INTRODUCTION

It has been generaUy recognized that, when compressors
are operat~~ at low values of Ioad coefficient, a recirculateion
of air occurs in the region of the compressor inlet (reference 1).

Because at. aH times, an ad-rerse pressure gradient will exist
from the impeller inlet to the bkide tips, the occurrence of a
reversed flow must be the resuIt of this pressure gradient
exceeding that which can be overcome by the momentum
of the forward flow. A reversed flow or recirculation has
frequcnt~y been e~idenced by a definite temperature rise
between the orifice tank and the c.ompressor-idet.measuring
stations w].en stanclard compressor instigations are made
at low ~’olurneflow-s. Such abnormal compressor character-
istics m excessi~eIy high values of sIip factor at low vaIues

of load coefficient and surge-free operation at e::tremeIy low
voInme flows have been attributed to recirculateion. These
assumptions have been based on the fact that the occurrence
of recirculation would increase the efkctive vaIue of load
coefficient. at which the impelIer was operating, aher the
veIocity distribution at the impeIIer entrance, and increase
the inIet temperature. The term “backflow” is used herein
to denote recirculation and is defined as any re~erse flow
along the impeller front housing or in the inIet duct.

In order to determine the nature and magnitude of the
effects of backflow on the flow at the impeller inlet, prelimi-
nary in-restigations were made during 1942 at the IVACA
Langley Field laborato~ on two compressors. The first in-
vestigation -was on a mixed-ffow-type impeller in which
lampbIack patterns were used to study the development. and
extent of bacldlow. Although these studies definitely showed
the existence of a large amount of backflow at low -raIuesof
Ioad coefficient, they dicInot. show the compIete effect of this
backflow on the flovi distribution at the iinpeIler inlet. J%-
uaI studies or surveys were necessary to obtain additional
information of the effects of backflow on the flow at the inlet.

The construction of the miwd-ffow unit, however, is such
that important alterations would have been required to
conduct studies of this type. A conventional centrifugal
compressor -was therefore used to determine the nature of
the bacldlow in the inlet.pipe. For these studies, a trans-
parent pIastic inlet duct was mounted on the compressor
in pIace of the inIet elbow aqd tufts were mounted in this
plastic duct to study the flow characteristics in the region
of the impeller inlet. severe backflow was shown to exist
at very Iow vaIues of load coefficient.

These preliminary investigations were purely qualitatiw
and showed only the general trends of backflow. In order_
to obtain quantitative information on the Bow at the inlet
to the impeller, it vm.s necessary to take surveys just in
front of the impeller face. A compressor was specially cle-
signed for surveys of this type and consisted of a modified
impeLlerof the type used in the tuft. studies, a -i-anelesschf-
fuser, and a scroll cohctor. The iuvestigation, which was
made at the NACA Clevelanc[ Laboratory duri~~ 1943 and
1944, on this e-xperimentalcompressor consisted of surveys
of temperature, velocity, and angularity of flow 0.19 inch
from the impeIler face for various operating condit ions.
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APPARATUS

h t-he preliminary investigations made at the Langley
laboratory, lampblack studies were made on a.n NACA
variable-component unit (reference 2) using a mixed-flow-
type impeller in combkation with a vanelesa diffuser of
20-hcll outside diameter. A tube of ji-inch outside diameter
located 7 diameters upstream of the impelIer inlet was used
for the injection of lampblack; the tube extended across the
inlet pipe of the unit. Three small holes were drilled in the
downstream side of tiis tube to facilitate the distribution of

the lampblack solution, which consisted of 12 grmns of lamp.
bIack in 4 ounces of SAE No. 10 oil. For this investigateion,
all instruments were removed from thc ink% and outM
pipes with the exception of one outlet total-pressure tul.w,
which was used in adjusting thc outlet pressure.

The tuft studies were made on a conventional ccntrifugal-
compressor unit, which was driven in conjunction with n
10:1 speed increaser by an aircraft t’ngi~m. There were 20.
diameters ,of straight pipe between an Wnch gmduatwf gate
valve used as the inlet throttIe and thu impcllm inlet. The

FIOLRE L-EsperlmenfnI compressorun[t.
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3 diameters just ahead of the impeller were made of trms-
parent plastic to enab~e visual studies of the flow near the
impeIIer inlet. Woolen tufts were mounted on the walls of
this pIastic duct as well as on strings across, the diameter.
The compressor unit.exhausted through an outlet pipe to the
atmosphere. AIOinstruments were instilled on this rig.

The surveys at the impeller inlet were taken on the experi.
mental compressor (fig. I) specially designed for work of this
type. The impeIIer was the same type as used in the tuft
studies and had an inlet diameter of 6.250 inches! an outlet
diameter of 12.226 inches, and an outIet-blade height of
0.437 inch. A mneless diffuser and a scroll collector, which
were so constructed that surve-ys could be taken ~ery cIose
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to the impeller inlet, viere used. This compressor unit. was
dri~en by an aircraft-engine in conjunction with a 15:1 speed
increaser.(fig. 2). This rig vise set up and instruments were
installed according to the standard specifications of reference
3. A stroboscopic light and a calibrated speed strip were
used for speed determination, and a calibrated orifice pIate.
was used for the air-flow determination.

Surveys of anguhtrity of flow, static pressure, and tottd
pressure at the impeller inlet were rdade with a ~6-inch
outsidediameter Fechheimer tube (@. 3]. Preesurereadings
were obtained from two hoks that were located 78ji0 apart
and !{6inch from the end of the tube. A turntable graduated
in degrees mounted at the top of the Fechheimer tube was
used to measure the angle at which the tube was set. Tem-
perature measurements were obtained from iron-constantan
thermocouples by means of a self-balancing potentiometer.
Barometric pressure corrected to 32° F was read from a
microbarograpb:

METHODS AND CALCULATIONS

LampbIack studies.-The Ioad coefficient Q/n (voIume
flow, cu ft/revolution) of the compressor for the IampbIack
pattern was adjusted to the desired value by using the micro- .
manometer reading across the oritlce plate and the outlet
total-pressure measurement as the indexes. After the unit
VVaSrun at this condition until compIete equilibrium had been
obtained, the Iampblack solution was injected into the inlet
pipe as rapidIy as possible. The compressor unit was then
run for an additional 20 minutes to bake the pattern. Before
the next run, the pertinent partk of the compr-r unit were
thoroughly cleaned so that each succeeding pattern wouId
represent only the conditions for that run. AU patterns
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FIG~ 3.—FB%beImw survey-tube msembIy.

were made at an impeller-tip speed of 1200 feet per second
and at values of Q/n varying from the maximum obtainable
to that just above violent surge. The inlet-air temperature
for all runs was the ambient room tempemture. The outlet
total pressure -wasmaintained at 10 inches of mercury above
atmospheric, except at wry high vahws of Q/n, in which case
the Iiited capacity of, the outlet system produced such a
throttling effect that the minimum outlet total pressure
obt ainabIe was vrelIover 10 inches of mercury above atmos-
pheric.

Tuft studies.-For the tuft studies, the Met throttle was
first set in the wide-open position and the compressor-wasrun
untd equilibrium had been attained. The tufts were then
photographed using a photoflood light source and an exposure
of appro-ximately 0.1 second, which was greater tlan the
period of tuft oscillation and gave an indication of the degree
of turbulence and also showed the direction of the mean flow.
Because no means of air-flow measurement.was provided, it
was impossible to determine the exact value of Q/n, but an
approximateion couId be made by comparing the position of
the inlet throttle with that of pre-i-iouscalibration runs. Two
intermediate runs were made at values of Q/n that were ap-
proximately equally spaced between the maximum vaIue of
Q/n and the value of Q/n at surge. The find run was made
at a vahe of (l/n that was just above the surge point. AU
runs were made at an impeLIer-tip speed of 900 feet per
second.

Backflow surveys.—The back.llow surveys on the experi-
mental compressor -weremade at various values of Q}n and
at an outIet pressure of 10 inches of mercury above atmos-
pheric and an impeller-tip speed of 1200 feet per second. In
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addition, surveys were made at impeller-tip speeds of 960
and 1080 feet pcr second.

For each compressor operating condition, surveys of angu-
larity of flow, static and total pressure,and temperature were
taken on a radial traverse that waa located 0.19 inch up-
stream of the impeller face on the. top of the inIet pipe
(fig. 4).
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FIGURE4.–Lomtion of survey statton withmpzct tolrnpeller.

TIIe zero angle of the Fcchheimer tube was determined by
so inserting the tube in the inkt. pipe that a line bisecting the
tinglebetween the two holes was parallel with the center line
of the inlet pipe. ln tlw pressure and angk surveys with the
Fechhcirner tube, the tube was adjusted to the proper radius
for the point to be taken and then rotated until i.l]epressures
from the two pressure taps were equal. Inasmuch a9 the line
bisecting the two holes was then pointing directly into the air
stream, the angle of flow could be measured. TIM static
pressure.of the air stream at ..tllti.t.pointwas also obtuined
when the pressures from the two. pressure taps were cqutil.
In order to obtaiu total-pressure measurements, the tube was
rotated until a maximum absolute pressure was obtained on
one of the taps. This maximum pre=ure was the total pres-
sure at that point. The temperature surveys were made by
inserting an iron-constlantan thermocouple in the same in-
strument Iocation as used for the. angle surveys. The
thermocouple was adjusted to the desired radius and the
tcmperature read directly from a self-balancing potenti-
ornrter,

1

Before each survey the irdet and outlet throttles weru nil-
justed to give the desired vahtcs of Q/n and outlot total pres-
sure. The @ value was set wing thc micromanomekw rmd-
ing acrois the orilicc plate as the indm. Aff,cr lhr t{unpcrn-
tures “and opemt ing conditions hid l.wcomr sttddc, the flow
angle, the static pressure, the tohd pressure,nnd thr trnlpern-
ture surveys were taken at rithcr }4- or }&iilcll intervuls
beginning near the spinner nut and ending C1OSCto tbc wall
of the inlet pipe. During the surveys, the sprcd wws lwpt
constant and the throttics wore left in position. Stumlard
compressor data were recorded at the beginning of VW+sur-
vey and again at. the comph’tion of the survey ttsn chuck oli
the stability of the operating conditions.

The air density was detwmined from the tIl~’rll~o~lyl~/~~~lir
relat.ion

p=&’
wher<
p density, slugs per cubic foot
p static pressure, pounds pcr squmr foot
g acceleration of gravity, 32.174 feet I}[’r second Iwr sccoml
R gas constant for air, 53.5 foot-pounds per pound per ‘F
T observed temperature, ‘R

The stagnation-i~~ipcratur~ rise duc to compressibility
was neglected because the cffrct. of this correction on JIll’
density would bc small

Velocity was calcultitwifrom lIw dymunic prcswm q by the
equation

where
V velocity, feet.pm second
~ dynamic pressure, pounds prr sc~utirofoot

Axial- and t.allgent.iuI-\~cloc~itycomponents were ctIlcwla[Ml
by multiplying the cosine and the sine of the angle of flow,
respectively, by the tottd velocity.

PRECISION

The precision of the anglo Wtmninaliomi mndc with u
Fechheimer tube is dependent on the turbulence of the flow,
the sensitivity of the prr=llre-nl{’asllrir]g Lwiccs, nnd thv
zero setting of the tube. TIN*flow encountrrvd in thcsr
tests was very turbulent, .cspccirdlyat low wducs of Q/n, nhd u
possibility of small errors existed in Manring thlt two prm-
sures while makh]g an angle measurcrnent. C!onsidem(ion
of thecharact.misticsof rtFcchhcinwr tuhc and anrxilminntion
of the reproducibility of the data indictitcd tlmt the wror il}
angle measurement induced by thcw factora is of [he urdrr
of &K Bccausc of the method used in obtaining tlw mm
setting of the tube, however, the angle madhg might have
been in error i-2%0; intimuch as tlw rdat ive valu(w of wtglc
obtai~lwl wwe con9iclerwf to Ix’ of grratvr importnme than
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the abadute values, thiserror in zero setting vmsunimportant.
The precision of the measurement of static pressure by

means of the Fechheimer tube is dependent on the preemre
distribution around a cylinder located nornd to the direction
of air flow. There is, consequently, a possibility of smalI
errors in measurement because the angIe at which true free-
stream static pressure exists on the surface of the cyIinder
varies aIightly w~th Rey-noIds number. This variation is
small, however, and the maximum error for the pressure-tap
spacing used has been evaluated (reference 4) as 10 percent
of the dynamic pressure. Because the dynamic pressurewas
taken as the difference between the static and the total
pressures, this error in static pressure viould result in a
maximum error of 5 percent in the veIocity determination.

Temperature measurements with the system used are
accurate to + 1° F.

ANALYSIS

Because al~flow must be instigated by a pressuregradient,
the occurrence of bacldlow must be the result of a pressure
gradient exceeding that which can be overcome by the mo-
mentum of the forward flow. At all times, there will be an
adverse pressuregradient.from the impeller “Met to the blade
tips. This gradient wiUact.on the relatively slow moving air
in the clearance space and tend to cause a backflow -withinthe
clearance space. Although this tendency may have an
appreciable effect on the backflow, it-does not account-for the
reverse flow of air from the impeller passages.

In order to determine the pressure gradient aIong the flow
path near the impeller front housing, the summation of the
components of three pressire gradients must be considered.
These pressure gradients are the result of centrifugal force,
curvature of the impeIler front housing, and changes in
flow area of the impelIer passages. AIthough, in the case of
an ideaI fluid, the centrifugal force-would have no effect on the
veIocities, the compressible and viscous properties of air
render it necessary to consider the effects of this force.

The principaI components of the pressure gradients result-
ing from centrifugal force can be divided into two parts: (1)
those resulting from an increase in the radius of rotation of
the air, which are independent of any changes in the relative
v-elocity of the ffo-ivfor equilibrium and, except for the in-
crease in the density of the air with the pressure, may be
disregarded in this discussion; and (2) those resulting from an
increase in the angular velocity of the air, which are dependent
upon a change in reIative -reIocity of the air with respect
to the impeHer. The pressure gradient. must be held in
equilibrium by the reduction of the relative tangential
component of the velocity of the air. This component of
veIocity wLI be just sufficient to maintain equilibrium, and
any losses that occur must beat the expense of the momentum
of the askd component of velocity. In the conventional-type
impeller, this pressure gradient resulting from rotational
acceleration will be confined to a region near the impeIIer
inlet and wiUincrease in magnitude with decreasing values of
Q/n.

The second pressure gradient to be considered is caused by
the curvature of the flow path. In the region where the

85 S10T-S~

conv-ex curvature is increasing, this prewn-e gradient will be
adveme.

The third consideration is the rate of change of the effective
flow area. If this flow area does not decrease rapidly enough
as the density increases, the product of the density and the
flow area pA w-U increase and the veIocity must decrease to
maintain continuity. This reduction of veIocity wiII create
an adverse pressure gradient aIong the flow path.

Because these three factors are compIexly interrelated, no
mathematical soIutions can be found for detwrnining the
magnitude of the re.sultrmtprassure near the impeIler front
housing. The probIem is further complicated by the dficulty
encountered in determhing the true flow path and flow area
throughout the impeller. From a study of the extreme cases
of very high and very Iow vahws of Q/n, however, the trend
of the c~ected backflow can be predicted.

RESULTS

PRZLIMIFFARY STUDIZS

The results of the hmnpbIack and tuft. studies arc pureIy
qualitative in nature and show ordy the generaI trends of
backflow. h’o attempt is made to determine the ori& of
bacMow or to;imrre$te these resuIts with those obtained on
the ~~perimental coinpressor rig.

lampblack patterns.-The adiabatic-efficiency curve at a
tip speed of 1200 feet per second for the mixed-flow-hype
compressor unit on which the Iampblack patterns were made
is shom’n in figure 5. The vaIues of Q/n at which these
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(Arrows indicate pdnts where ianmbhek pstterns were rosde.)

patterns were made are indicated on the curve. Run 1 was
made at the maximum value of Q/n obtainable. Runs 2 and
3 were made at Q}n values of 0.225 and 0.220, respectively,
because this particular compressor had a smaIIrange of Iight
surge between these vahws.

A photograph (&.6) of the lampbIack pat tern made on the .“
impeller front housing at a Q/n value of 0.305 (run 1] shows .
that there may be a stagnation of the boundary layer or a
Limitedbackflow near the impeUer-blade tips. Because the
air must at all times rotate in the direction of impeller rota-
tion, bacMow is evidenced by a revered of the component of
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flow that is normal to the tangential component and is
determined from the photographs by a study of the dtiection
of the flow lines.

The pattern made in run 2 at a Q/n value of 0.225 (fig. 7)
indicates that at this operating condition a backflow existed
from the impeller-bIade tips to the impelkr inlet but did not
extend back into the inlet pipe. DifTerent degrees of back-
flow occur at four distinct regions. The results of run 3
(tig. 8) also indicate backflow fmm the impeller-blade tips to
the impeller inlet, but the flow lines are continuous. This
change in baclcilow characteristics is probably caused by the
change in flow through the compressor. Although the
change in Q/n between these two runs was small, the occur-
rence of the light surge indicated that a considerable change in
flow characteristics through the compiessor must have taken
pIace.

The patterns obtained on the impdler front housing nnd
the impeller, in run 4, which was made at a Q/n VA.IC of
0.132, are shown in figures 9 and 10, rcspmtively. At this
operating condition, the backflow starts in tho region of the
impeller-blade tips and extends approximately 6 inches back
into the inlet pipe, The pattern obtained on the irnprllcr
shows a very light deposit of lampback mmr the blade roots
(~. 1(I). Approximately two-thirds of the distance out
from the blade roots there is a heavy lampblack deposit,
which is terminated very abruptly. Ou the outer one-third
of the blades, there is a deposit slightly hcuvicr tbnn that
near the blade roots. Th&sharp demarcation I)ctwccn these
two regions denotes a cleavage plane in tho flow indicating
that air may actually be flowing backwards in the outer
portion.of the impeller pasmge. ConsidcrabIc ditllcuhy was
experienced in obtaining the ncccssary Iighting to bring OUL

FmuR~11.-hmpblndipattwnonmixed-Ilow-typeImpellerfronthomhgfor Q/n value of 0.306, Run 1.
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the desired points without having high lights appear on the reflection from this portion of the intprl!m. Tlw righL side
photographs. Consequently, the outer one-third of, the of the photograph gives a clearer picture of the true rcln(.ion
blades of the impeller on the left side of figure 10 appeam to of the IampbIacli deposits,
be nearly free o~ lampblack deposits .beca~se of direct light I

FIOr_EE9.—Lampblack pattern on mtxed-llow-type impeller front housing for IWI value 010.L32 Run 4. .

fMItRE 10,–Lampblackpatternonmixed-flow-typefmp?lkrfor Q/nvalue of 0.132. Run 4.
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FIGrRE 11.–bmphlack pattern on mixed-Oom--typeimp?Wr hont hmstnu k Qfn tin of O.ILM. Run 5.

.

FIGUEE11–bmpbhck psttern on mixed-flow+ype mmpr=r Inlet-phk WBLIfor C/nmlue of 0.l@3. Run 5.
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Photographs of the pmtternobtained on the impeller front
housing and on the inlet-pipe waIlat a Q/n value of 0.100
(run5)are shown in figures lland12, respc&ively. Atthis
very low value of Q/n, the backflow appeared to begin at
the impeller-blade tip and extended several diameters up
the inlet pipe. The pattern obtained on the impeHer in
this run was very indistinct due to the high degree of tur-
bulence that existed at the impeller inlet and is not repro-
duced here.in.

This series of lampblacli patterns. indicates that even at
maximum Q/n va.luw a smalI amount of backflow appears
to exist near the blade tips on the impeller front housing,
As the value of Q/n is decreased, the edent of this backflow
increases until near the final surge point the backflow pcme-
trates several dim-netera inta the inlet pipe. There is also
indication thaLthis backflow extends into the impeller pass-
age proper and is not cordnecl to the clearance space between
the impeller and the impeller front housing, These lamp-
black patterns gave an indication of the effect of backflow
only on the boundary layer and not on thhemain body of the
flow.

Tuft studies,—in the tuft studies made at the inlet of a
conventional centrifugal compressor, the tufts were placed
along the inside wall of the duct to obt-sininformation on the
penetration and the rotation of the backflow for various
values of Q/n. Photographs of the attitude of the tufts
taken while the compressor was operated at high, medium,
low, and ve~y low ridues of Q/n at n tip speed of 900 feet

(a) HIgb Q/n.

per second arc shown in figuro 13. At high wducs of Q/n
(fig. 13 (a)), there is no cvidcncc of LMcldlowin the inlet
pipe. For a medium value of Q/n, nlthough the turhulcncc
of the boundmy Iayer hus incrmscd shght~y, thcro is still
no backflow (fig. 13 (b)). For a low wduc of Q/n, a definite
backflow extends approximately 1 dinmchw up the inlet ljipr
(@. 13 (c)). This backflow is indicated by the change in
direction of the tufts near the impeller inlet. At. very low
vaIues .of Q/n (tig. 13 (d)), the backflow is much mm-cscvcrc
and extends at least 2 diameters up the inIct pipe.

An indication of the effect on the main body of the flow
-wasobhined by mount ingtufts on two stringspm.scdthrough
the center of the pipe. Photographs were made of the atti-
tude of these tufts whilo the compressor WM operated nL
approximately the same values of Q/n ns before. The rcsulLS
(fig. 14) show that, as iht: VUIUOof Q/n is dccrmscd, the
turbulence existing near tl!c center of the duct continuously
increases. At very Iow vnlncs of Q/n (fig. 14 (d)), thero is a
slight indication of prcrotation but the rnndom turbukmcc
was so ‘&cnt that no definite trend could l.wmted.

BACKFLOW SURVEYS

The tlmecmdum”of Q/n at whirl] survqvs wmo taken ONtho
experiinental compressor are indicatwl on the mliobatic-
efficiency qa~curve (fig. 15). Bccausc it had been prcvioue.ly
determined that no backflow c.siskxl at tho impeller ink% WL
high wducs of Q/n, the firstsurvey was taken nrnr tlw poinL
of maximum efficicnc.y (Q/n= 0.0926). The second survey

(b) lrodlunl Q&

(c) Law Q/n. (d)Very lowQ/It.
FIOUEE13.—Tnft atudtesof iximdarydoyer flow In Inlet pipe of convantkma[ wntrffugal compwsor at a tip sp!ml of 833feet Iwr sccmrd.
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(a) HI@ Qh. (b] WdIum QfR.

[c) Low Q/n. (d) verylowC@
FIGnE IL—TU& StU& ofA S,OWh InletpipeofWn.wrdiondWnhfhgdeom~.

was made at. the point (Q/n= 0.0824) where definite evidence
of backflow was first noted, and the third survey was taken
just above the surge point (Q/n= 0.0517).

The angIe of flow, measured by the Fe&heimer tube, was
the angIe between the askd direction and the direction of flow
and was measured in a plane normal to the survey. The
flow angks 8 obtained from these surveys are pIotted against
l/JZ,-wherel/L is the ratio of the radial distance of a particukw
point from the center hue of the irdet pipe to the tot-aIradius
of the inlet pipe at the survey station (@. 16). For a Q/n
due of 0.0926, the mgIe 8is slight~ynegative. This negative
tingle, although within the limits of accuracy of the mgle
measurements, may indicate a rotation of the incoming air in
a direction opposite to that of the impelIer and maybe caused
by an induced rotation from circulation around the impeIIer
bIades. At the Q/n ~alue of 0.0824, the angIe obtained is
negative near the center of the inlet, zero at a radius ratio of
0.62, and then increasesrapkUy to a positive value of appro.xi-
mateIy 97° at the pipe wall. For an angle of 90°, the a.xial
component of velocity is zero, whereas for vaIues of e greater
than 90° the axial component of velocity is negative and
represents backflow. At a Q/n vahe of 0.0517, the angle of
flow at the inside of the passage is positive and increases to a

vaIue of 1110near the pipe wall. Baclcilow is shown between
the radius ratios of 0.84 and 1.00. If the baclrfIow in the
compressor were cordined to the cIearance space betwem the
impeller and the front housing, thisflow -ivouIdhave to expand
through an incIuded angle of 68° to obtain these resuhs at
the survey station, which was only 0.19 inch from the impeller
face. Inasmuch as the angIe of eqmnsion of free jets is in
the order of 14°, the backflow must actualIy extend into the
impelIer passage. The fact that backflow is not Iimited b
the cIearance space is in agreement with the results of run 4
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FIGUES16.-AdIaMlc effldency of eiperimentsl compressorfor actual hnpeIler-tIpspeed o

IZMfeet persecondand outletpressnreoflOtnchesofmermryabore af’mmpberh. &rowe
imucatepofntswheresurreys WWemede.)
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of the Iampblack tests. (See fig. 10,) The positive a-ggle
near the spinner nut is due .to a prerotation caused by the
mixing of the backflow, which has a high degree of rotation,
with the incoming air. From these surveys it can be seen
that at high vrdues of Q/n the flow is nearly axial, As the
vahe of Q/n is decreased, however, the axial component of
velocity becomes very small near the wall and a further
decrease in Q/n causes a backflow and a relatively high degree
of prerotation. The angle of flow represents only the ratio
of tangential to axial velocity, and the magnitude of the
resultant veIocity must &Jo be considered in determining
the extent of prerotdion and backtlow.

A comparison of the asial components of velocity for these
surveys is given in figure 17. For a Q/n value of 0.0926, the
velocity profile is comparatively flat. Decreasing the value
of Q/n to 0.0824 causes very little change in the magnitude of
the velocity uear the center of the inlet. Near the pipe wail,
however, the velocity is very much lower and an actual reverse
flow of air is indicated by the negative values beyond the
radius ratio of 0.97. At a Q/n value of 0.0517, the a~al ve-
locity mm the center of the inlet pipe is the same as in tho two
previous surveys, but the velocity is much lower in the outer
portion of the inlet pipe and backflow is evidenced between
the radius ratiae of 0.84 and 1.00.

A comparison of the tangential components of velocity for
these surveys is shown in figure 18. The velocities are
plotted as the ratio of the tangential velocity of the air
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from a.wheeI-type rotation. Figure 18 shows that for high
values of Q/n the prerot.ation is negligible. Aa the value of
Q/n is decreased, however, the prerot.at.ionnear the pipe
wall approaches the rotational velocity of the impeller,
becoming appro.ximateIy 0.95 of the impeIIer veIocity for a
Q/n value of 0.0517. ~egative vidues at a Q/n value of 0.0926
indicate that the rotation of the air is opposite to the rotation
of the impeIIer.

For any impeller-tip speed, the angle of attack of the blades
is a function of the mial comyonent of velocity and the
angularity of the ffow. Nyear the center of the inlet pipe, the
axial component of Telocit.y and the angularity of the flovr
are practically independent of the value of Q/n at which the
impeIIer is operating; therefore, the angle of attack of this
port ion of the blades is rela~ively constant regardless of the
vahe of Q/n. The angle of attack of the b~ades in the outer
portion of the inlet pipe w-ill vary considerably with Q}n
because the axird component of velocity and the angdarity
of flow change radically tith changing VSIues of Q/n. For
high degrees of prerotation near the outer portion of the
blades, however, the angle of attack may decrease.

The results of the temperature surveys, -which were taken
under the same conditions as the angle and velocity surveys,
are presented in figure 19. These curves show the tempera-
ture rise between the orifice tank and the survey station
plotted ~oainst radius ratio at the survey station. Even at
the relatively high Q/n vshe of 0.0926 vihere no backflow
occurred, a defite temperature gradient was observed at the
impeller inIet. This increase in temperature near the wall is
probab~y a remdt of heat. transfer from the compressor
housing through the inlet-pipe wall. At t-he lower values of
Q/n, the increase in temperature gradient is due to the pres-
ence of backflow and its mixing with the incoming air. Some
heat transfer probably always exists at the pipe wall; there-
fore, the temperature near the wall cannot be used as a
measure of the intensity of the backflow. Near the spinner
nut, negative vaIuea of temperature rise are obtained for the
two high values of Q~n. AIthough these negative values are
less than the hits of accuracy of the temperature-measuring
device, the fact that they occur at both values of Q/n indicates
thtit there is a temperature drop resulting from a velocity
increase between the orifice tank and the survey station. At
the lowest value of Q/n, the positive values of the temperature
rise near the inside of the pipe cart be due only to backflow.
This conclusion is in agreement with the data for the tangen-
tial component of the velocity presented in figure 18 and
shows that as Q/n decreases the increase in the amount of
backflow results in a mixing action with a consequent- incre~e
in temperature and prerotation of the incoming air.

EFFECTOF MACH NU.MBEE AXD RETSOLIM XU.MBER OX BAC=OW

In order to determine the effect of impeIler-tip speed on the
backflow characteristics, surveys similar to those previoudy
presented were made for impeIIer-tip speeds of 960 and 10S0
feet per second. Cross pIota of the data thus obtained are
presented in figures 20 and 21. The variation of the angIe of
flow with tip speed for several constant.vahes of Q/n and for
vahes of radius ratio of 0.60, 0.75, and 0.90 is shown in
figure 20. Corresponding curves for the effect of tip speed

S4S10i—5&4

?

Fmrn 19—EfTeet ofmrkm vnInesof Q/nontemperature&e at Metofexwrimentdcom-
pressorforactualfutpelIer-tlpweed CMIX13feet w .wcond and outlet presmre of 10Ir.Ichm
mercnry abore atmmpheric.

on temperature rise are shown in figure 21. basmuch as the
-m.riationshown does not foIIo-iva definite trend with varying
tip speed, no appreciable effect of Mach number and Reyn-
okla number on the characteristics of bacldow is indicated
in the range of tip speeds investigated.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

For conventional-type impellers operating at high values
of Q/n, the rotational acceleration will cause a continually
increasing pressure gradient near the inlet. On the other
hand, the increasing curvature of the front housing VCUIpro-
duce a pressuregradient that will oppose the gradient caused
by rotational acceleration. A consideration of the flow area
indicates that it will not contribute to the production of a
favorabIe pressure gradient. At high values of Q/n, the
momentum of the tangential component of relative vekci@
probably will be SufEcientto overcome any resulting adverse
pressure gradient and, if it is not, the added momentum of
the axial component of velocity may contribute to the in-
hibition of bacldlow in the region of the impeller inlet.

A consideration of the flow near the impeIIer tip at high
values of Q/n shows that an adverse pressure gradient may
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exist clue to decreasing cm-rature of the front. housing.
Furtlwrmore, the increasing density in this region together
with n practictdIy coDstant flow area causes a considerable
adverse pressure gradient in addition to that created by the
centrifugal force. This additional gradient must be balanced
by the momentum of the air and, if this momentum is insuf-
ficient, a backtlow WW occur.

At- low vsdues of Q/n, if the incoming flow is purely axial,
the rate of the rotatiomd acceleration near the impeller iulet,
will tend to be much greater than for high values of Q/n be-
cause of the higher angle of attack of the bIades with respect
to the air and the resuIting higher bIade loading at. the Iead-
ing edges of the blades. & a result, a much more severe
adverse pressure gradient will be developed because the rate
of rotational acceleration in a given asiaI distance vrilI be
increased. In addition, the opposing effect due to increasing
curvature willbe lessand the effect of area wil.Istill be adverse.
Furthermore, the momentum resulting from the a.xid com-
ponent of velocity wilI be much smalIer for Iow than for high
values of Q/n. These factors indicate that the tendency
toward bacI&ow in the region of the impeller inlet WW be
much greater for Io-ivthan for high vahws of Q/n, this trend
is in agreement with the results obtained. At IO-Wdues of
Q/~, the effects of the decreasing curvature of the front hous-
ing and the increasing density in the region of the bIade tips
wiU be approximately the same as for high values of Q/n.
The magnitude of the bdcllow, however, is greater due to
the reduced momentum of the incoming air. This conchmion
is in agreement with the results of this investigation inM-
much as backflow in the region of the blade tips was indicated
at aIl vahes of Q/n.

At- a zero vtdue of Q/n, the centrifugal pressure gradient
wouId cause the pressure near the hub of the impeller inlet to
be Iessthan that in the inIet pipe, whereas that near the tip of
the bIades would be greater than that in the inlet pipe. This
pressure distribution causes a circulating flow, which enters
the impeIIer near the hub and is discharged into the inIet
pipe from the outer portions of the impeller anmdus. The
axial velocity distribution observed at low values of Q/n may
be regarded as an ext+msionof this trend.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

From an investigation of compressors with asial inlets., the
following results were obtained. Caution must be exercised,

however, in applying the results of this investigation to
actual compressor installations in which the inIets are of a
&fTerentnature.

1. At high -ralues of load coefficient., any backflow that
existed was confined to a region near the impeller-bIade tips.
As the wdue of load coefficient was decreased, however, this
region of backflow intended backward along the impeller “
front housing until, at very Iow values of load coefficient, the
backtlow penetrated several diameters into the inlet pipe.
2.Th~ value of load coefficient was the determining factor

of the bacldow characteristics; the effect of ReynoIds number
and Mach number was negligible.

3. At very Iow vaIues of load coefficient, the backflow
actually e~tended into the impeI.Ierpassage and was not
cofied to the clearance space between the impeller blades
and the impeIIerfront housing.

4. The asial component of velocity near the center of the
iiapelIer-inIet-pipe clid not appreciably change tith load
coe.tlicient.

5. The mixing of the heated backflow air caused a defnite
increase in the inlet-air temperature and a Tery large radial
temperature gradient at the impeller-inlet m-umlus.

6. The backftor resulted in a high degree of t urbulence and
a defite prerotation in the inlet. pipe at the impeIIer entrimce.
Although the degree of prerotation near the center of the
pipe was not appreciable, that near the iolet-pipe wall had
approximately the same magnitude as the impeller rotation.

AIRCRAFT ENGINE RESEARCH LABORATORY,
hTATIONALhTISORY COMMI~EE FOR AERONAUTICS, ,

CLEVELmD, Oreo, June 1, 1946.
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